Exploring slope. Students do not calculate a numerical value of slope in these activities. Instead, they observe a physical experiment, draw a graph of a quantity in the experiment (surface tension versus position), then correlate how characteristics of the slope of their graph at various points (such as whether the slope is positive, negative or zero) relates to the phenomena in the experiment. The following explorations help prepare students for the activity: a) Review how to identify lines with positive, negative, zero and infinite slope. b) Introduce students to the idea of slope of a tangent line along a curve (without necessarily using the terminology) by holding a straight edge tangent to a curve at several points. Ask how the slope of the straight edge changes as the tangent point moves from left to right along the curve. c) Introduce students to the idea of sketching a function to model an observation.
The goal is to observe how some quantity varies in space. For example, in the experiment, the quantity will be surface tension, which varies with position. Practice: have students sketch a plot of color intensity (y) in an rectangle that changes gradually from white to blue and back to white again as you increase position (x) across the rectangle from left to right. After they draw the plot (see Fig 1) , have them do the exercise in part (b) identifying where the slope is positive, negative and zero. Surface tension, the connection between soap and slope The experiment of this activity uses liquid dish soap. Household soaps and detergents are examples of surfactants, which are chemicals that lower surface tension.
Surface tension is a property of the surface of a liquid. It causes the surface of a fluid (like water) to act like a stretchy membrane so that some objects (for example, pepper, a paper clip or an insect such as the water strider in the picture below) can sit on top of the surface rather than falling through. Notice how the legs of the water strider bend the surface as the strider takes advantage of surface tension and stands on its surface. The surface tension of water is strong enough that something light, like pepper or a water strider, usually does not have enough mass for gravity to pull it down through the surface.
In this case, surface tension is stronger than the downward force of mass time gravity 1 . On the other hand, something denser than water, such as a stone, will break through the surface and sink if the surface tension is not strong enough to hold it up. The chemicals in soap reduce the surface tension. Students can guess what happens to water striders when their ponds are polluted with detergents and why pesticides often include surfactants.
The Pepper Experiment
Each group will need:
1. Liquid dish soap. 2. One bowl per student (or group of 2-3 students). Paper bowls work well if they are sturdy enough to not get soggy during the experiment and not coated with chemicals that affect the surface tension of liquid in the bowl. 3. A teaspoon of pepper or the tea leaves from a tea bag. 4. Water at room temperature. 5. A large container or sink for disposal of liquid from completed experiments.
It helps to distribute the items ahead of time. Pitchers or small containers for pouring the water can be helpful, although students can also dip their bowls into a large container of clean water such as a bucket (which can be replenished from a jug of water). It is important that the soap does not contaminate the students' hands or any of the items at the beginning of the experiments. Also note that a horizontal surface is important; sloped desks can cause water to run out of the bowls after the surface tension of the water is reduced. Typical Observations: Before they add soap, most of the tea or pepper stays on the surface of the water. When they add soap in the center, students observe the pepper spreading outward to the edges of the bowl. Sometimes the pepper sinks to the bottom of the bowl. A second drop has little effect. A third drop usually has even less impact.
Why does the pepper move?
The experiment starts with clean water, which has a high surface tension. Then a drop of concentrated soap is added in the center of the bowl. The clean water at the edges of the bowl has higher surface tension than the soapy water in the center and pulls the center surface water outward. As the soapy water is pulled to the edges, it spreads out until the surface is coated with a layer of soap molecules. Meanwhile, the pepper, which started on the clean water everywhere, is carried from the center to the edges as the clean surface water is pushed out by the spreading soap. The pepper serves as little markers to help visualize the outward motion of the water's surface. Once there is a layer of soap on the entire surface (about the same time the pepper reaches the edges of the bowl), the surface tension everywhere on the surface is as low as the soap can make it. Adding more soap will not make the surface tension weaker because no more soap fits on the surface. 
Connecting the experiment with graphs:
The next part of the activity connects the direction of surface motion to the sign of the slope in the students' graphs. Visualizing a cross-section of the bowl, students sketch a plot of the surfactant concentration at various positions across the bowl at the beginning, middle and end of each experiment. The slope to consider is the change in surface tension over change in position. 
SLOPE = change in surface tension / change in position along x-axis
Time 1: Before soap is added. At the beginning of the experiment the pepper or tea is sprinkled all over the surface of the water. The surface tension is approximately the maximum surface tension of water (because it is clean). The slope of the surface tension plot is zero because the surface tension is uniform across the bowl. Zero change in surface tension over a positive change in position equals zero slope and no motion (Fig 4,  top 
left).
Time 2: Right after soap is added. The moment a drop of soap is placed in the center of the surface, the surface tension in the center is lower than the surface near the edges of the bowl. The slope of the surface tension is negative to the left (where the pepper moves left) and positive to the right (where the pepper moves right). At some place where the Water is pulled to edges, which have higher surface tension (less soap).
Moving water carries pepper to edges slope changes from negative to positive it is zero -if it were possible to put pepper exactly there, it would not move (Fig 4, top right) . In reality, there is not usually pepper left in the center since the system is not perfect and there are other small motions due to currents in the water, airflow over the surface, etc.
Time 3: Late in the experiment. At the end of the experiment, the soap has spread to all parts of the surface. The surface tension is lower than it was at the beginning of the experiment, but it is approximately the same low value at all locations in the bowl. Thus the slope of the surface tension is again zero because the surface tension is uniform (Fig  4, bottom) . Again, when the slope is zero, there is no surface motion. This activity can provide teachers and students with a new perspective on slope. The experiment is a lot of fun, and can provide students with a new, engaging way to view a standard mathematical topic.
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